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HEADLINE:

Nadejda Cebotari is a waste management activist and the national coordinator for Hai
Moldova project (Let's do it Moldova). Since 2011, Hai Moldova has involved over
300000 volunteers in environmental activities such as mass waste collections that led
to the evacuation of over 20000 tons of waste from green and communitarian areas.
Nadeja expresses her care towards the environment through her personal lifestyle as
well. She chooses healthy products and rides a mechanical scooter as a means of
transportation.
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SCRIPT:

00:00:10,000 --> 00:00:14,000

valeria.batereanu@gmail.com

I am Nadejda Cebotari, the coordinator of "Hai Moldova" movement.
2
00:00:14,000 --> 00:00:20,000
Hai Moldova started in 2011 and it was inspired from Estonia,
3
00:00:20,000 --> 00:00:25,000
to organize a national cleanup day with the help of a big number of volunteers.
4
00:00:25,000 --> 00:00:33,000
1

On 16 of April 2011, we succeeded in gathering 113 thousands volunteers across the
country.
5
00:00:33,000 --> 00:00:40,000
Last year we held a project in 76 schools in the whole country,
6
00:00:40,000 --> 00:00:43,000
we collected electronic waste.
7
00:00:43,000 --> 00:00:47,000
There were over 38 thousands pupils involved across the country
8
00:00:47,000 --> 00:00:51,000
and we collected 45 tons of electronic waste.
9
00:00:54,000 --> 00:01:02,000
It is an eco-friendly means of transportation. It is a bit kamikaze style to ride a
mechanical scooter through the city, but I like it.
10
00:01:04,000 --> 00:01:10,000
This habit started around 2010-2011, once I joined Hai Moldova.
11
00:01:10,000 --> 00:01:17,000
There are almost 10 years of a healthy lifestyle, which is not ideal,
12
00:01:17,000 --> 00:01:22,000
but it benefits the environment, I mean that I am a responsible consumer.
13
00:01:22,000 --> 00:01:28,000
All the time I choose vegan products,
14
00:01:28,000 --> 00:01:36,000
which were grown organically and locally.
15
00:01:36,000 --> 00:01:46,000
Pay attention, read the labels, be informed and see how you can manage the products
in a way
16
2

00:01:46,000 --> 00:01:57,000
they wouldn't reach the unauthorized collection points of garbage.

SHOTLIST:

Shots of Nadia riding her mechanical scooter through the city, picking healthy products
from a store in Chisinau, preparing a pet bottle to be recycled while talking to us about
her activities. Moreover, there are some shots from her personal archive, reflecting
her previous activities at her organization.

SCRIPT:

1

(Original language)

00:00:10,000 --> 00:00:14,000
Eu sunt Nadejda Cebotari, sunt coordonatoarea mișcării „Hai Moldova”.
2
00:00:14,000 --> 00:00:20,000
Hai Moldova a început în 2011 a fost inspirată din Estonia,
3
00:00:20,000 --> 00:00:25,000
să faci curățenie în toată țara într-o singură zi, prin implicarea unui număr mare de
voluntari.
4
00:00:25,000 --> 00:00:33,000
Am reușit la data de 16 aprilie 2011 să implicăm 113 de mii de voluntari în toată țara.
5
00:00:33,000 --> 00:00:40,000
Anul trecut am realizat un proiect în 76 de școli din toată republica,
6
00:00:40,000 --> 00:00:43,000
am colectat deșeuri electronice.
7
00:00:43,000 --> 00:00:47,000
Au fost implicați peste 38 de mii de elevi în toată țara
8
00:00:47,000 --> 00:00:51,000
și am colectat 45 de tone de deșeuri electronice.
9
00:00:54,000 --> 00:01:02,000
Este un transport ecologic. E un pic kamikaze style cu trotineta prin oraș, dar mie îmi
place.
10
3

00:01:04,000 --> 00:01:10,000
Această deprindere a început cam în 2010-2011, odată cu activitatea mea în „Hai
Moldova”.
11
00:01:10,000 --> 00:01:17,000
Sunt aproape 10 ani de un stil de viață sănătos, un stil de viață nu ideal,
12
00:01:17,000 --> 00:01:22,000
dar benefic mediului, adică eu sunt un consumator responsabil.
13
00:01:22,000 --> 00:01:28,000
Tot timpul aleg produse care sunt vegane de preferință,
14
00:01:28,000 --> 00:01:36,000
care au fost crescute în mod organic și de dorit să fie produse locale.
15
00:01:36,000 --> 00:01:46,000
Fiți atenți, citiți ambalajele, informați-vă și vedeți cum le puteți gestiona în așa fel,
16
00:01:46,000 --> 00:01:57,000
încât acestea să ajungă în ultima instanță la groapa de gunoi sau să fie aruncate pe
câmp, în caz mai rău.
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